
Trendy hanging basket
Instructions No. 1780
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

We all love you: hanging hanging hanging baskets of flowers made from natural cords - find out here how easy it is.

Node for node to the hanging basket
We have created our hanging basket for a terracotta pot with a height of 12.5
cm. For the reworking you cut natural coloured 6 threads Cotton cord into
approx. 2,5 m long threads. 

Pull it halfway through the wooden ring with approx. Ø 10 cm and knot it as
follows 

First fix each thread with a knot on the wooden ring. You have 12 threads in
front of you. Start by knotting the two outer left threads together. Now take
the right thread from this knot and knot it with the 3rd thread from the left.
Take the right thread from the new knot again and knot it with the 4th thread
in the row. Continue in this way until all threads are knotted. Make another
row with this technique. 

Then combine all the threads into one big common knot.

Place your flower pot under the threads as a test and use the flower to
determine the length of the thread to the next knot. Now knot two threads
together. Set another row of knots always with the right and left thread of
the last row of knots. This way you get the great grid pattern.

Set a third row of nodes and then combine all the nodes into one particularly
strong node. This will later carry the weight of the flowerpot and must
therefore be made with special care.

Finally you only should cut off the thread ends 

Alternative idea

Matching this idea, you can create another
hanging basket Macramé-with a only little chalky
paint, small wooden rings and mini terracotta
pots: read our instructions no. 1469

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/macrame-flower-hanging-basket-t1688/


Article number Article name Qty
12002 Wooden ringsØ 100 mm, 2 pieces 1
571647-13 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 13 cm, 5 pcs. 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/newsletter/
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